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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE

OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is

to investigate the results and

in11.uences of music education upon graduates of the :East Richland High
School who have

participated in the music program.

By means of this

investigation it is expected that pertinent and conclusive data will
be gathered that may justify and solidify the existing music program
in the East Richland High School curriculum, or indicate the need for

its expansion.
In this era of educational unrest and upheaval, members of all
fields of education are being challenged at every turn.

The challenge

to the curriculum, along with the demands for its justification in the
public schools, forces us to evaluate the results of teaching in order

that some conclusive principles DlB\V be made.
That this problem is apparent is evidenced by the ever increas-

ing discussions in various periodicals and professional publications.
The fact that about a third of the content of the March, 1959 issue
of the Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals

was

devoted to discussion of the school music program is pertinent

proof of the trend.
It is interesting to.call attention to a sentence from
delivered

an

address

to the Music Supervisors National Conference by Frances

Clark, the organization' s first president:
And so it comes about
a swinging back of the pendulum
from the overemphasis placed upon industrial and vocational
•

•

•

Elliot

2
training, commercial and utilitarian courses, to a saner
mixture of tJ1e cultural subjects that make for right under
standing and right living, and sensible serving in the up
building of the community, the state, and the nation, to
those tllings that bring a realization of the spirit of
"All for F.ach and F.ach for All.111
This statement in itself is not unique or particularly original,
but the interesting fact about it is that it was made in the year

1919.

Forty years hence we may apply this identical statement and be equally
astute in our interpretation of present educational trends.
remains that

we

The fact

are constantly caught in a cycle of changing views,

and an analysis of our present situation is imperative.
Although we cannot prevent the swinging of the pendulum, certain
influencing vi ews and procedures can be brought into play so that the
repetition of history can be somewhat modified.

For one fuing, the

general pub::J.ic is much more aware of fue state of education as it
exists � than _it

was

in

1919.

Educators are in agreement that

never before has the public been so intensely concerned about education.
The degree of intensity is pointed up by the fact that the Carnegie
Corporation of New York recognized the need of financing the study by
James B. Conant resulting in his work The American High School Today,
which is a superlative analysis of the present situation and is
generally accepted as being the most autllori tive source of evaluation.
As students in the Ea.st Richland High School proceed through
their curriculum there is encountered an ever increasing uncertainty

1

Frances Elliot Clark, 11Music--A Vital Force in Education, 11
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals
March, 1959 (Washington, 1959), 43: 4

3
of the feasibility of continuing musical activities in the face of the
demands of an accelerated curri culum.

The most common questions seem

to be; "Will I make any use of nzy- music knowledge and experiences after
high school?" or, "Will the vaJ.ue received through music,participation
be such that I may justify its place in rrry program in lieu of some
other academic subject?11
Since the problem with 'Which this study is concerned is a
current one,, it seems logical that a follow-up study be made of the
students who most recently have been concerned.

The music students

from the last four graduating classes have been surveyed by means of
a questionnaire.
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CHAPTER Il
AIMS AND OBJEDTIVES OF MUSIC EDUCATION

Music must be made so delightful, so satisfying an experi
ence during school days that a very large number of children
will learn to love it so deeply and to play and sing so well
that when school days are over they will still want to contin
ue to play and sing and listen--perhaps even create. They ·will
want to keep on studying, too, so as to achieve more and more
skill--and therefore greater and greater satisfaction from their
own performance.
Because they love nmsic they will want to
associate with other people who also love it. In the end
music becomes for them a release from dullness and frustration-
even from pain: an exal.ter of the human spirit; a stimulant
toward a more .friendly attitude as they mingle with other human
beings; a necessary part of normal, happy living. How badly
the world needs all this.l
This paragraph presents a most idealistic viewpoint.

However,

it is a concept which every music educator could well utilize to
attain the ultimate in basic objectives.

Were our abilities and

techniques cormnensurate with our goals, and if every student could
thereby be indoctrinated with this concept in its fullest form, can
we say there is anything left to be desired?
It is an established fact among educators that any subject taught
in the public schools should have certain specific purposes and aims to
substantiate its rightful place in the curriculum.

It seems logical at

this time to give some thought to specific aims and objectives of music
education that·have become well established as authoritive ones through
repeated analysis and explanation by recognized leaders in the field.
l
Peter W. Dykema and Karl W. Gehrkens, The Teachlng and
Administration of .High School Music (Boston: c.c. Birchard and Co.), p 14.

5

By establishing a set of aims and objectives it is intended that through
analysis of the statements of respondents to the questionnaire an evaluation of the music program can be made.
Mursell list.s a very concise yet comprehensive list of aims and
objectives:

1.

Enjoyment

2.

Success

3.

Discipline

4. Social Development
5.

Widening Cultural Horizons

2

In Music Education Principles and Programs he states as follows:
llAiJns are influences that we wish nrq.sic to exert on the beh avior and

development of human beings.
the future.

They refer both to the present and to

They indicate a program that is broad and comprehensive

but at the same time sequential011

3

He is quite adamant in his views on justification of a subject

in a curriculum.

To quote a statement from his work, Human Values in

Music Education:
No subject, however venerable its traditional place in the
scheme of schooling, or however superficially attractive and
plausible its claims may seem, has, d.ii itself and for itself,
any value at all. All such things are worth having and worth
mastering only in so far as they enable boys and girls, men and
women, to live stronger, more satis�ying, more worthy lives only

2

James L. Mursell, Music Education Principles and Programs
.
(Morristown; Silver Burdett Co. 1956), pp 36-70

3

Ibid. p 68

6
in so far as they release human and spiritual quality •
Many a teacher, when challenged to defend the place of his sub
ject, will say it is of value because it trains the pupils' minds.
He cannot contend that he is giving them anything to be useful to
them in the daily concerns of their daily living. So he falls
back upon doctrine of a mysterious inner virtue, a value possess
ed by subject matter in its own right, a disciplinary value. The
assumption will not bear analysfrs• It is a sheer excuse for educa
tionally indefensible practice.'
•

•

C.hester Travelstead, Dean of the College of Education, University
of New Mexico, contends that every boy and girl should have an oppor
tunity t_o participate in some music activity which is worth while and
meaningful.

Along with this he believes there should be further and

more extensive opportunities for .. the talented few to take part in
'

group activities in music.

These'..activities should be "challenging,

truly educational, and highly conducive to their most desirable gro-vrth
and development.n

5

In the November, 1953 Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary-School Principals is found another set of !rims and objectives
of music education:

1. Music education gives young people the opportunity to find
a richer life through music. It.emphasizes the:value of human
living. It assists in developing an integrated person. Music
may be a hobby, a recreation, or a valuable educational experi
ence.
2. Music education offers activities which develop the social
aspects of life. Group actiV:ities in music offer effective ·ways
of developing cooperation, discipline, personal initiative, indi
vidual responsibility, and human relations.

4James L. Mursell, Human Values in 'Education (New York: Silver,
Burdett Co., 1�34), pp 4-6
�

.

5chester c. Travelstead, 11Basic Objectives of Music Education
at the Secon:dary Level11 (Music Educators Journal, January, 1958), p 25

7

3. Music education contributes to the health of the st�dents
and to th e mental and educational health which is known to respond
to the stimulus of music. It exerts a refining influence on the
emotions.
4. Music education demands discipline and develops wholesome
ideals of conduct. Group performance encourages the merging of
individual efforts with those of others. It develops proper respect
for the rights of others.

5. Music education aims to contribute to recreation by providing
a sense of relaxation and renewal in the activities of music groups.6
In the Harvard Report, "General Education in a Free Society,"
general education was defined as education for an informed, responsible
life in our society,. as dealing with commoh standards and common purSpecial education iva.s described as looking more directly to

poses.

worldly success by equipping people for certain specific tasks.

To

quote a sentence:
Taken as a whole, education seeks to do two things: Help young
people to fulfill the mJ.ique, particular functions in life which
it is in them to fulfill, and fit them so far as it can for those
common spheres which, as citizens and heirs of a joint culture,
they will share with others. 7
Foster McMurray expresses concepts of music education in a more
pragmatic explanationi
To help everyone to further awareness of patterns of sound as
an aE;isthetic component in the world of experience, to increase
each person's capacity to control the availability of aesthetic
richness through music, and to transform the public m ical culture
w
into a recognized part of each person1s environment.n

6

11The Function of Music in the Secondary-School Curriculum, "
The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-School Principals,
November, 1953 (Washington, 1959).
7The Harvard Committee, "General 'Education in a Free Society, "
Harvard Report, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945).
.
Foster M cMurray, Basic Concepts in Music Education (Chicago:
National Society for the Study of 'Education, 1958) • p 4i.
8

8
The preceding paragraphs contain some far-reaching objectives
that may be quite logically justified as purposes of music education.
It can be a dialectical conclusion that any or all of the aims and
objectives mentioned are purposeful ones.

However, upon more discrimi

nating analysis it can also be observed that many of them are overlapping

in scope or similar in nature.

By

perusal of the statements of many educators we find aims and

objectives listed in great numbers.

We are often too prone

to

evaluate

a subject or an experience on the criterion of how many, rather than
what kind or of what quality the desirable aspects are to which it may
This wealth of material must

contribute.

be brought together, similari

ties and duplications noted, and attempts made toward simplification
and clarity.
In view of these various concepts as stated by respected schol§rs

in the field, it would seem that one should be able to draw upon this .
wealth of viewpoints, consider them in the light of one's own situation,
and evolve a set of aims and objectives that may stand the test of
critical thinking.

Following are aims and objectives developed by this

procedure:

1.

First and foremost, music education should create a lasting

interest in and appreciation of music.
fully accomplish this aim,

If music experiences can success

they can facilitate the fulfillment of others

aims which are an outgrowth of interest and appreciation.
of little value unless it is perpetuated.
intense interest and deep a:f>preciation.

Knowledge is

Perpetuation comes through

When people learn to love music

they appreciate and associate with people who love and understand music.

9
The interest and appreciation of music becomes a catalyst for better
human relations and proper reactions toward one's fellow beings.
Music education should provide an outlet for development of

2.
talent.

A:n:y

ability a student displays that can lend itself to "fulfill

the unique, particular functions in life which is in them to fulfill, and
fit them so far as it can for those common spheres, which, as citizens
and heirs of a joint culture,, they

will share with o thers119 should obvi-

ousl.y be nurtured and perpetuated, so that the possessor of this talent
may take his rightful place in the scheme of human relations along with
other human beings.

For an individual to neglect a talent is a self�

inflected tragedy, and when those who have the key
of that talent fail to follow through in a proper

to

the stimulation

manner,

they become

accessories to that tragedy and are derelict in their duty.
no difference in what field of endeavor that talent may lie.

It makes
As long

as it qualifies in any realm that may add to normal, happy living,
give satisfaction

to one's self, or give release from dullness or frus-

tration, it should be treasured and fostered with a militant energy, be

it musical talent or otherwise.
Music education should enhance social development.

3.

Mursell has so pointedly declared, 11No subject

•

•

•

!!!

As

itself

�

�itself has a.n;r value at all.1110 .. We canno t defend music education
l.llle
l ss it contributes to aspects beyond its own inner self.

9Harvard Report

10

Mursell, Human Values,

4-6

Whether

10
music be a hobby, a recreation, or a vocation, it is unquestionably
considered to be, through the very nature of its procedures and
practices, an activity that emphasizes the value of human living.
assists in developing the integrated person.

It

Group activities in

music offer effective ways of developing cooperation, discipline,
initiative, responsibility, and recognition of the rights of others.

All of these aspects and experiences individually and collectively
make up a composite picture of desirable characteristics in a person.
These characteristics lead to a state of being with which all education
is and has always been primarily concerned.

It is one of the most

pertinent aims of'education, commonly referred

4.

to

as citizenahip.

Music education should contribute to enrichment of life.

Enrichment of life in this instance pertains to the development of
ideals, attitudes, or principles that transcend those con�ned in
the every day scheme of things.
·

The influence music experi�ce has

upon the emotions, the spiritual uplifting one gets from the "Hallelujah
Chorus,11 the patriotic fervor that may be generated in one's inner self

by

11The Battle Hymn of the Repl,lblic, 11 or the relief from strife or

torment gained from the strains of a Strauss waltz; these are all
releases due to development of the aesthetic, t�e.i�tellectual, the
cultural side of man's nature.

This constitutes the refinement of

human nature.

As the returned questionnaires are tabulated and evaluated, it
is expected that in the answers of these former students a correlation
may be found in a justifiable number of instances between their past

11
and present musical. experiences and these four broad aims and objectives
as stated above.
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CHAPTER III
THE 'EAST RICHIAND DISTRICT

Modern education strives to educate the total child, prepare him
for life, and equip him conditionally to take his place as a purposeful
and mature adult in society.

The sociological problems of manldnd are

directly related to the demands made on education by society.

There

is little exception taken to the premise that man--and this includes
the child--is largely affected by his environment.

It would seem

feasible at this time therefore to point out predominant characteristics
pecul;i.;ar to the situation of the persons and the areas involved in the
questionnaire.

Specifically, all persons contacted in the survey re-

ceived their high school education at the East Richland High School,
located in Olney, Illinois, which is primarily a rural conmmnit y of
approximately nine thousand inhabitants.

Olney is the county seat of

Richland County, an agricultural area of comparatively low :productivity.
The economy of the area has been greatly bolstered in recent years by
oil production and allied activities.

By virtue of its being .:the largest town for thirty miles in.
Cl.IJY·direction, Olney is a thriving shopping center.

Its volume of

b�in�ss results in a sales tax expenditure greater than tha� of ,.any
.
other community in southeastern Illinois.

This fa ct is not meant to

infer that the comnunity in general is above average in wealth.

Because

of its geographical situation (lack of a large city close by ) , it
retains much of the atmosphere of a small town with the accompanying

13
advantages and limitations.

It has a long established background of

conservatism, the policies of which in times past have been deliberate

to

the point of retarding the flow of progress.

The major sources of

employment are the Pure Oil Company and other smaller .oil firms, three
factories, a creamery, and a county hospital.
The East Richland High School is the attendance center for all
secondary-school education in the East Richland Community Unit School
District, which includes the outlying villages of Parkersburg,
Dundas, Claremont, Stringtown,

and Berryville.

Calhoun,

Busses transpo rt the

students to and from school on all regular school days.

However, they

do not transport them to any extra-curricular activities held at the
attendance ce�ter.
ties which prior

These sma.11 villages are all agricultural coI1U11uni

to 1948

sustained a typical closely knit social pattern

of activities centered about school and church.
in

1948

After consolidation

it followed that the participation in extra-curricular activi

ties by the bus-transported students would necessarily take place at
the East Richland High School.

That this was not the happiest situa

tion has been repeatedly borne out in the reluctance of many of these
students to evince interest in
offered by the attendance unit.

or

to

participate in the activities

This attitude was reflected in the

parental realm also by the lack of enthusiasm.for such activities.
This vez-y normal type of sociological problem, however, may in time
be resolved through a patient, long range educational plan for.better
public relations.
The present enrollment of the East Rich land High School is

seven hundred sixty-five students,

roughly one third of 'Which is made

up of students from the outlying district.

Approximately

20

per cent

of the student body participate in varying degrees in the music program.
The high school curriculum can be said to be average in nature.
The music education program offers group experiences in both vocal and
instrumental fields through participation in band, the choruses, and
small groups.

Band is considered a regular subject in the curriculum,

offering a full credit for each year of participation.

Mixed chorus

is treated as an extra-curricular activity, meeting daily during a
portion of the lunch hour.

Other organized small groups such

as

ma�gal singers, quartets, octets, and instrumental ensembles are
not aJ.lotted rehearsal time during the school day, but must be sched
uled outside school hours as best fits the needs of the participants.
Collectively the students of the East Richland High School are
axposed

to

few cultural advantages beyond that which they receive in

their high school curricular and extra-curricular activities.

The

city does maintain a community concert series, however, with a member
ship of between six and seven hundred persons, approximately one
hundred fifty of which are students.

During the

summer

months a

municipal band of thirty-six pieces furnishes weekly concerts for
the public in the city park.

The personnel of this organization is

made up of the citizenry of local and surrounding· communities, aug
mented by a few more advanced students chosen from the high school
band.

This organization has been functioning steadily since its

origin in

1873 ,

a testimonial of a sort to the tenacity with 'Which

15
this community maintains its traditions.

It has been said of Olney

that it is musically receptive, compared to other like comnunities
in size.

This fact is brought out by the comparatively large attend'

ance at all concerts presented by the high school music department.
It is not unusual to have audiences of eight hundred

to

one thousand

for these performances.
These facts are presented only to facilitate understanding of
the conditions pertinent to the subjective reasoning employed in
interpreting the respondents' answers to the questionnaire.
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CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Several criteria dictated the content of the questionnaire.. In
the first place, all questions considered were those which might bring
evidence of how high school music participation has manifested any
effect or influence since graduation.
After careful study a list of thirty-one questions was assembled.
This list was reviewed by various faculty members of the East Richland
High School for critical evaluation, and dubious or undesirable questions
were deleted.

This list was then reviewed by a number of graduates who,

by the process of answering the questionnaire material, exposed other
questions which lacked specific aims, clarity, or embraced too wide a
scope.

These questions were either eliminated or revised, and the

questio�aire as it then existed was made up of sixteen questions.1
Every attempt was made to keep the questionnaire as short and concise

as possible.

With this in mind it was found possible to include all

material on one page, which may have provoked in the receiver a bit
more readiness to respond, possibly resulting in a higher percentage
of questionnaires returned.
As a final step twelve students were selected at random from
the graduating cl asses of the last four years.

·Each one was sent the

questionnaire along with a self-addressed, stamped envelope and a

1Appendix

B
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2
letter of explanation.

This was done in order to reveal any weak-

nesses that might manifest themselves under the circumstances
planned, that is, making contact by mail rather than personally, with
/

Care was taken so that occupa-

only a written letter of explanation.

tions, interests, and personalities were not all similar,

and also

that they were not all from a:ny one locality.
Of these twelve, eleven were returned, and the questionnaire
carefully analyzed again in the light of the

answers

received.

was

Several·

changes and additions seemed necessary for more complete results.
To Question

3

was added the following:

"In what field did you
-

major or intend to major?u

Question

5

.

was eliminated on the grounds

of being irrelevant to the results desired.·

Question

14

was revised

to read; "Approximately how many hours per week do you listen to recorded nru.sic?11
One question

was

added which read as follows:

11Can you positively

say that your understanding and enjoyment of nm.sic is at a higher level
because of your nm.sic activities in high school?"
The first four questions were used because of the relationships
that might occur with music experiences and college attendance and
occupations.

f

Que tion

5

in the revised questionnaire is a necessary question

with a definite purpose that needs further explanation.

Due

to the

particular scheduling of music activities in the East Richland High

2

Appendix C
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School, the students enrolled in instrumental music are exposed to a
field of musical lmowledge much greater in general scope than the vocal
student.

The survey includes only graduates who had beeµ enrolled in

the instrumental music program who may or may not have participated
in the vocal music program also.

Therefore all students answering the

questionnaire will be those who had the advantage of what is considered
a farther reaching side of the total mu.sic program.

In order that the

reader w.i.11 not suspect implications relative to a differential in
quality of instruction in these two areas, it should be stated that
the teaching of both the instrwnental and vocal music is done by the
same personnel.

A large percentage of individuals contacted w.i.11 have

had the additional experience of vocal training.

It is assumed there

may be a significant difference of attitudes apparent between those

participating in one phase and those participating in the total program.
Questions 7 to 12 inclusive have

to

do specifically with gaining

data pertaining to active participation since graduation.
The last four questions deal w.i..th aspec%s of appreciation,
audienc� participation, and musical taste )

3

Appendix D
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CHAPTER V

USE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
I

Only students who had participated in the music program
throughout four years of high school were contacted.

Those who

had terminated participation before graduation were not considered.
Two reasons are offered for this decision.

In the first place,

those students who were not considered were not exposed to the total
music program, even though scheduling problems, scholarship, or some
other reason other than lack of interest was the cause of discontinuing music activities.

On the other hand, many of these students

were dropped because of lack of interest, lack of sufficient progress,
or some other reason having direct bearing on an adverse attitude
toward music itself.

It was felt, therefore, that-only those who

had complete contact with the music program were a composite group
to interrogate, inasmuch as the similarity of musical background
was an important factor to consider.
As stated previously, only students who qualified in the above
category from the graduating classes of the last four years were
contacted by means of the questionnaire.
a total of eighty-one persons.

Of this group there exists

It was not possible to make contact

with twenty of these students, due to changes of address, lack of
contact with relatives or friends, or o

�er

reasons.

Therefore the

questionnaire was sent to sixty-one persons who had graduated from
the F.ast Richland High School in the last four years and who were

20
involved in the instrumental nm.sic program at the time of graduation.
This group represents
four years • .

75

per cent of all music graduates of the last

·

Along w.i.th the questionnaire was enclosed the above mentioned
letter of explanation and self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Four

days after the mailing of the questionnaire a post card was sent as
a reminder for anyone who may have neglected or forgotten

to respond.

1
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Of sixty-one questionnaires mailed, fifty-three, or 87 per
This constitutes a much larger return than

cent were returned.

average, as 50 or 60 per cent is considered a commendable a.mount
of response.1
TABLE I
NUMBER

GRA.DUATES, NUMBER CONTACTED

AND_NUMBER RESPONDING

Class 155

Class 156

Class 157

Number graduates

20

22

17

22

81

Number contacted

14

14

15

18

61

Number responding

(not available due to anonymity)

It
are

OF

was

Class •58 Total

53

.found that thirty-seven o.f the fifty-three respondents

attending or have completed college,

with

four additional students

attending institutions of learning other than college.
attended college at

all,

Ten have not

l'mile three had college training interrupted.

One o.f the three persons whose college work was interrupted is one of
the four who are now attending other institutions, such as schools of
nursing.

A

total of forty-three of the fifty-three respondents have

had further schooling beyond high school.

This represents 81 per cent.

lKenne th B. Henderson and John E. Goerwitz., How To Condu ct the
Follow-� Study' {Springfield: Illinois Secondary School�urriculurp.Program Bulletin. No. 11, August, 1950) p 22
_

·

_
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Of the major fields of college work that involve more
two

one student, there are three in religion,
in

than

in home economics, four

medicine, four in engineering, five in social science, two in

elementary education, four are in schools of nursing, and six are
A complete listing of major fields

enrolled in music education.
pursued appears in Table II.

TABLE

Il

MAJOR FIELDS PURSUED-BY GRADUATES

IN COLLmE

NUlllber enrolled

Major field
l!llgineering
Religion
Medicine
Foreign language
Geology
Social science
Nursing
Home Economics
Psychology
.
Business Education
Mathematics
J ou.rnalism
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

.

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Chemistry

•

· •

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Forestry
Elementary education
Beautician
Music education
Undecided

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ten per cent of all respondents never play
Of the six p�rsons involved
who

in all

in

an

•

•

.

1
4
4
1

•
•

•

l

2

•

•

4
3
4

•
.

:L
1
1
1
1
2

1

6

1

instrument.

this 10 per cent, three are housewives,

probability have less opportunity than normal..

In connection
cent, have performed

with
as

this it is n,bted that twenty-four, or 45 per

soloists.
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TABLE III
NUMBER PLAYING INSTRUMENT SINCE GRAIXJATION
AND DEGREE OF ACTIVITY

6

Never play

23

Occasionally p�

9

Frequently play·

15

Regularly play

Forty-four, or

83

per cent, have been a member of a musical.

organization sometime since graduation.
from church choirs

to

These organizations range

B;).

university band and chor

groups.

Table IV

lists the types of organizations and the number of participants in
each.

It should be noted that some of these are participating at

present, 'While others have some time in the past since high school.
TABLE IV

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION AND NUMBER.PARTICIPATING

College choral. groups

23

College bands

18

Dance bands
Municipal bands
Municipal. choral. groups
Church choirs

8
18

1
15

College orchestra

2

Musical shows

3
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Forty-three of the respondents sang in an organized group
while in high school.

Therefore

Ten did not.

training in both instrumental and vocal music.

77 per cent received
Nine persons have

not participated in a musical organization since graduation.
All except two, or

96 per cent, expressed a desire to continue

or resume participation if the opportunity presented itself

Table

• .

V

lists reasons given why graduates are not participating.
TABLE

V

REASONS GIVEN FOR NON-Plill.TICIPATION

Ability not up to standard of group

8

Organization cannot admit additional personnel

l

No opportunity for participation

11

Do not have time

10

Not interested

0

other reasons

7

It should be noted that some persons have given more than one
.
.

,

reason, .and as many as three reasons,
for not participai;ing.
.-

.

.

�-

.

. . ......

..

.

..

�

..

-

·.

.

'

.

·

.

'

.

.

,_

.'

.. .... ...... ... ·.

.

.. �:.

Tl;lere is an indication.of an _overall average of eight, hoµ:i:-i:;
p�r y��k spent listening tq.: r�e_or��� __music.

The number , of ho�s . .

:µst�d::l�ed from none to f:i�f.y, .. the majority being in the : fo�' '.
-

:to sµ"teen hour group.
• • -··

.

• ••

1_

�

.

•

•

The. choice. of music preferred �y the:.re5p9n�,

•

•• •

.•

-

ents showed very healthy and broadSning musical tastes.
covered· the widest range and··was· mbst evenly distributed,;

'·

•

•

� ·.:

• '•·

Third choice
For· total

tiiiles mentioned, symphonic 1-vorks led with thirty-six, musical show
excerpts were second with thirty-four, jazz was third id th thirty-one,
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band music fourth with twenty-three, popular ballads fifth with
eighteen, and the others were chosen insignificantly.

Symphonic works,

musical show excerpts, and jazz are all at the top of the list with such
a

small margin of difference that no significant leadership-is indicated

by any one of the three.

There is no way to determine in how many

cases a vote for jazz was a vote for the "rock and ro11n1 type or for
the more favorable and respectable forms of jazz.

However, there is

evidence of a sharp line of d emarcation between college students of
high school graduates and the students yet in high school, and observa�

tions indicate a kind of metamorphosis from the "rock and roll" craze
to a 11tidying up" of taste on the part of many high school graduates,
a kind of revulsion against younger ideals.
TABLE VI
CHOICE

OF MUSIC EXPRESSED BY RESPONDENTS

Symphonic works

15

15

6

Musical show excerpts

14

10

8

Operatic works

1

1

4

Band music

6

10

7

12

9

10

5

3

9

0

1

1

Religious music

1

l

3

String bands ( cowitry music)

0

0

2

Jazz
Popular ballads
Folk mu.sic of any type

/
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Everyone of the graduates contacted stated that they can
positively say that their understanding and enjoyment of music
is at a higher level because of music activities in high school.
TABLE VII

FREQUENCY OF CONCERT ATTENDANCE

Attend most of

them

37

Attend occasionally

15

Attend seldom

1

Never attend

0
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CHAPTER VII
OBSERVATIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions drawn from a survey study of this type are
directly dependent upon the
preted.

er in which a questionnaire is inter

mann

It is logical that all results and tabulations must be viewed

in an objective manner and proper conclusions drawn out of this frame
of thought.

Widely different points of view are possiple due to fine

shadings of subjective thinking on the part of the interpreter before
the point at which this type of reasoning should begin.

An

approach

embracing any premature subjective reasoning can distort or alter the
true implications of the survey.
It is therefore intended that all observations will first be
presented in the light of a cold, impersonal compilation of survey
facts.

These facts will then be treated subjectively in all cases

'Where influences are apparent above and beyond the scope of the question
naire.

This procedure will be followed with the intention of reaching

a hypothesis in two areas of research, as stated in the first paragraph
of this study; namely, (1) the area dealing with further participation
and involvement, and (2) the area concerned with aims and objectives
of music education.
The large percentage of response to the questionnaire is
certainly indicative of a high level of interest and awareness on
the part of these graduates.

It is a normal human weakness, especial

ly with persons of this age group (18 to 20), to ignore a survey of
this type or delay its return, even though there be a sincere desire
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to comply.

Since a return of 50 to 60 per cent is considered g0od,

the record of 87 per cent returned is most connnendable. 1

,

As attested by the cumulative records of the guidance depart
ment of the East Richland High School, the percentage of graduates
seeking higher learning b�yond the high school level stands at an
average of approximately 40 per cent for the last four years.

The

percentage of music students seeking higher learning is twice that
figure, or 81 per cent.

This fact has several implications.

Does

participation in music while in high school inf'luence in any way the
desire for further schooling?

Does a desire for further education

stimulate a desire for music knowledge?

Is the coupling of a desire

for music education with the desire for higher learning characteristic
of a certain type of a student?

Another characteristic of the music

enrollment personnel in this high school is the fact that it is almost
void of students enrolled in vocational programs.
There are sufficient facts and conditions that can possibly
bear upon this particular situation to make a clear cut conclusion
rather elusive.

·In the first place, the scheduling problem charac

teristic of the !East Richland High School exercises a large influence
upon the enrollment of vocational students. ·At the same time, it is
an

established faqt that a majority of the college preparatory students

enroll in additional subjects whenever scholarship will permit in order

1n enderson and Goerwitz,

op. cit., p 22.
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that they might fulfill college entrance requirements and at the
same time take part in the music program.
The fact that college bound students as a group

are

a type

that strive for certain goals above the norm coincides with the fact
that the pursuit of a skill such as music, which is not mandatory,
is therefore

an

experience that will be sought in the main by this

same body of students.
There remains one question arising .from this finding in regard
to college preparatory students that warrants investigation and study.
Should the music program deal for the most part with college bound
students, or is there some weakness in the curriculum itself which
prevents or discourages participation by a more universal segment of
the student body?

This problem suggests the expansion or modification

of the music curriculum in order

to reach a greater number of students

with more varied interests and backgrounds.
It can be stated that the music program in the East Richland
High School is exerting direct inf1.uence on the vocational decisions
of students.

Of the fifty-three respondents, six are majoring or

have completed majoring in music education.

In addition to these

six students, many others in the respondent group are enrolling in
college music courses or developing a minor field in music.

Conse

quently the music program is accomplishing the objective of develop
ing talent, which in turn will help
the future.

to perpetuate that objective in

To maintain the proper perspective, it should be remem

bered that there are no other music majors in the personnel of the
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en:bire four classes used, while there would presumably be many
additional students from these classes majoring in other fields of
endeavor.
It is also observed that there is a healthy variety of fields
represented in the above mentioned body of college students.

A

large

proportion have participated in music activities in a variety of ways.

A comnendable cross section of educated American citizens will eventu
ally evolve that will be engaged
and experiences in .American life.

in many

facets of professions, ·avocations,

In this process of evolvement, thi�

group will carry with it, in varied degrees of intensity, a love of
music, an awareness of it, an interest in it, or some modified affinity

to

it.
T hese are the people who will for the most part be the "doers"

in f uture community life, who, by and large, will be those with the
infl.uential voice for establishing policies, trends,
living in a society.

and patterns of

They will have had an addition to their cultural

heritage through their musical experiences.

By having this enriched

background they will consequently be in position

to

heritage of the succeeding generation.

this may be in insuf

Granted,

ficient quantity, but some seeds are bound

to

nurture the cultural

sprout by the wayside in

this sometimes unconscious and other times conscious propagation of an
a.rt and its influence.
That their music education has been meaningful to them is evi
denced by the fact that forty-seven of t he fifty-three respondents
have played

an

i�trument since graduation, and all but three of these
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forty-seven have been members of a musical organization.

This can

certainly be interpreted as a lasting interest in music.
Twenty-four, or

43

per cent have either persevered in main

taining a level of performance that was already accomplished,, or
have developed and enlarged their talents
solo work has taken place.
ment.

to

the point at which

Here again is a display of talent develop

Students in this category are a part of the body of musicians

who help

to

perpetuate performance and the awareness of it.

From

these meager ranks emerges an echelon of performance standards,
culminating in the musical artist who in turn activates another
cycle of talent development through inspiration and example.
Attention is called
municipal band activity.

to

the number of graduates engaged in

With the exception of college choral groups,

this category of activity embodies the highest number of participants
along with college or university bands.
pal band: work happen

to

All who are engaged in munici

be involved locally.

The city of Olney has

maintained a municipal band for a great number of years.

This

organization has been the main source of outlet for instrume ntal
music activity in the area.

·

As one may observe by the tabulations

concerning participation,, a large segment of post graduate musical
experience would be removed if this organization did not exist.

The

area surrounding Olney is sparsely populated and there is no metro:o;.
poli tan area close enough that supports any community music organiza
tions.

The Olney Municipal Band, therefore, obviously furnishes an

y

outlet for talent be ond high school in an area that otherwise would
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be void of this stimulus .
As aforementioned, a c ollege or university musical organiz ation
serves as a c ollec ting device for a body of students wi th a wide range
of p ersonali ty types , interes ts , attitudes, social standards , financial
levels , and moral and spiritual concepts for the purpose of working in
a rather detailed and technical fashion for a- common result; namely,
the performance of music .

A musical organization in college can often

be the one common bond in a new environment with other s tudents of
unknown problems and complexities.
in . an otherwis e alien situation.

It may enable one to be articulate
Through his positive music al utter

ances he can speak with confidence in sharing a common experience with
an elite group .

This process c an be umnista.kably defined a s a step

,

,. ·

toward enhancing social development and the development of citizenship .
Though there is not sufficient evidence
answers

to

to

draw a conclusion,

the ques tions concerning participation suggest a situation

that might well be inves tigated further so that proper c onclusions
may be drawn.
Of the nine graduates who indic ated non-participation s ince high
school, four of them did no t sing in an organized group while in high
school.

�

Along with this both of the persons who indic ated they would

car·e to continue to play or sing if the opportunity - pres ented

its elf were of the ten who did not sing in an organized group while

in high school .
, Proportionately speaking , this would seem to indicate a low
level of interest and participation is mos t prevalent among those
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s tudents who did not have the advantag es of both instrumental and
vocal training .

It must be remembered that all graduates contac ted

were ins trumental students , but not all had had vocal experiences .
In addition to this , many of these s tudents who excelled instrumentally
while in high school may have found their only outlet for participation
in the vocal category, as shown by the tabulation regarding this in
T able rv .

Therefore, it . would seem that in regard to p articipation

after high s chool, vocal music experiences and training in singing
are every bit as important, and possibly more s o , than instrumental
training .

Obviously, experience in both areas as sures more possi

bilities of post-high school participation than experience in one.
The lack of opportunity for participation and the lack of time
were the two reasons for non-participatio n that were given most frequently.
This apparently indicates that the chances for participation in music
after high s chool are too few for the common good.

All but two of the

respondents expressed the desire for music al experienc es .

In regard

to those who . at present are residing locally, the reason for lack o f
opportunity is understandable because o f the relative isolated nature
of the immediate community.

This condition may. well be a reason, yet

it does not qualify as an excus e .

The smalles t community can have a

musical outle t if sufficient desire is instilled in

an ample amount of

its citiz enry.
Although no one expres sed lack of interes t, not having time can
often be either a polite or evasive manne r of indicating lack of intere st,
s o it i s a point of conj ec ture

as

to whether there may be s ome whose
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interest level is undesirably low.
Something might be said of the eight individuals who felt their
ability was not up to standard.
her own set of standards,

Everyone j udg e s ability by his or

and one 1 s own judgment of one 1 s self can

often be far removed from a true and valid concept.

It has ooen the

experience of the writer to find many inadequate performers who were
quite satisfi ed with their ability, while just as many o thers were
found who were excellent performers , but victims of inferiority
feeling s .

Therefore i t is believed this figure i s a very doubtful one

and in true light could vary considerably either way.
In spite of the fact that there was a general indic ation of a
high level of appreciation and unders tanding of good taste in music ,
the lis ting of favorite television programs is incongruous with this
over-all attitude .

This is no doubt due in great part to the fac t

that televised sustaining mu.sic al programs of a high level are few.
Television is geared to appeal to the largest possible s egment of the
public with little regard for educational or intellectual musical
horizons .

Therefore favorite television programs of these former

s tudents fall largely into the c ategory of non-musical types .
To further s trengthen this c onviction, attention is called to
the responses in regard

to

the amount of time devoted to recorded music

listening, along with the mos t desired types of music preferred and
the frequency of audience attendan ce .
The nature of musical tas te as indicated by th e questionnaire
response was most rewarding .

Though band music was the predominant
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type of music with which the ques tioned graduates had been involved
while in high school, it took a respec table fourth place in the poll
of tastes in music, yielding to symphonic works , musical show excerpts ,

and j az z , in that order.

With the mixture of these three making the

bulk of choic e for an average of eight listening hours per week it
would s eem that these graduates have s omewhere in their school life
developed that which can be termed a healthy, unders tanding, and
cultural approach to musical taste.

A- healthy and desirable pro

cedure is indicated from earlier musical experiences relegated

to

a

more utilitarian and restricted realm of ac tivity to. a broader, more
varied and c onsequently more enj oyable taste which is being satisfied
and enriched by frequent listening .

A broadening of musical vision . is

apparent which surely originated in musical experienc es .

It can hardly

be deemed presumptuous to assume that these musical experienc es were

in great part due to the participation of these students in the music
program.

To bolster this assumption attention is called to the fac t

that all the respondents agreed unanimously that their level of nru.sical
enj oyment is higher due to their high school music experi enc es.

Herein

lies the contribution to obje ctives , those of las ting appreciation and
enrichment of life .
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CHAPTm vm
SUMMARY

This s tudy has served a purpos e in that it has helped

to

reveal

some s trengths and some weaknes ses in the music education curriculum
of the East Richland High School .

It has measured the musical tastes

and the amount of participation in music ac tivities of music students
after high school graduation.

In attempting to determine these factors

a valuable group of conclusions has b een reached in the light of in
formation available .

In a number of instances the fulfillment of aims

and obj ectives of music education has been realized.
Following are basic assumptions relevant to the fore-�one study :

1.

There is indication of a high level o f interest and aware

ness on the part of the respondents as indicated by the great numb er
of responses •

.

2.

There are six s tudents maj oring in music education.

3.

Membership is maintained in a variety of musical organizations

in college and community.

4.

A . great variety o f educational fields are being pursued by

those attending institutions of higher learning .

5.

A great percentage of graduates are participating or have

participated in mus ical organizations since high school graduation.

6.

The municipal band is a great asset in furnishing outlet

for talent and perpetuating participation.

7.
pation

in

Relatively speaking, there appears to be a lack of partici
church choirs .
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· 8.

There will be, of necessity, some propagation of muaic

and its influences because of musical experiences .

9.

The high s tandards in musical tastes indicated are mos t

rewarding and represent musical growth.
lOo

The music program should be e:xpanded or altered in order

that music can be made available in some form to a larger portion of
the student body.

11.

The music program should embrace a more heterogeneous

grouping of students .

12.

No students interested in music should be denied the

opportunity of both instrumental and vocal training•
It has been reasonably established that information realized
from the questionnaire response indicates progress toward fulfillment
of the aims and obj ec tives of music education as stated: (1) to provide
a lasting interest and appreciation, (2) to furnish

an

outlet for

development of talent, ( 3 ) to enhance social development, and · (4) to
contribute to the enrichment of life.
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LIST OF GRADUATES CONTACTED

CLASS OF

195 5

CEASS OF

1956

l.

Ba iley, Frank

2.

Barber , Tom

''·

Bechtel , sue Jennings

4o

Biggers , Pa'!ll

Kapper , tester

5o

Bunting , Lawre nce

6�

Kis,tner , Kenne th

6.

CUts hall , Sandra

7.

Lathrop , Sally,

7

Dunn , Alice Powell

80

Michels, Mary

9.

Murray, Michael.

I.

Clow, Beverly Schryo ck

2�o

Elkins , Connie

3o

Gaddy, Phyllis Dietrich

4.

Ge iss , William

5.

]Oo

Nicholas , Marilyn Moss

11 .

Piper , Robert

12 .

stover, A;nnynt a

13 .

Taylor, Ann Weber

�·

Von Almen , Jan

o

8.

Eagle ton , Koneta

9�

Firsyth, John

lLO.

Hawkins , Linda

llo

Leist , Ronni�·

12 .

Ratcliffe , Ted

1 3.

Wagner , George

14.

Waxler, Robert
v

'

APPENDIX -A

LIST OF GRADUATES CONTACTED ( cont . )

CLASS OF 19 57

CLASS OF 1958
1.

.Arnold, Marilyn Heckler

Bemont , Carolyn · Hubble

2.

Burgener , Judy

3'o

Berger , Willis

3o

Frost , Vivian

4.

Blackburn, Jean

4.

Green , Barbara

5.

Brockman, Ann

5.

Green , David

6.

Grinestaff, Don
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Grove , Linda

1.

Gross , Ver,non

1.

Henman, Jerry

8.

Horrall , Kin

8.

Jackson, sue

9o

House holder, Fred

9o

Meyers , Barbara

lo

Ahlfield, Frank

2o

'

].O C>'

Michells , Carolyn

·Kesler , Richard

llo

Mitchell , David

]2 .

Scherer , Ray

12

Newton, Dannee

13 0

Snyder , Robe rt

13.

Pet ty, Judy

14.

Stillwell , Larry

14.

Provines , Joe

15 .

Yount, Dan

15 «>

Provines, Judy Bea ird

16 .

Rosenkranz , Kirk

17 .

Schneiter , Diane

18 .

Stover , Conita

10 .

Houser � William

ll o

.•

APPENDIX A

-·
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ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

I f you ar e attending college , i n what field are you majoring o r do
you intend to maj or?

2.

a.
I f you are not attending college, are you attending any other type
of instructional school, such as trade school, business school,
nursing institution, beautician school, etc . ?
Yes
No
---

b.

I f answer is yes, please signify typ e of training .

3.

Have you attended college at any time?

4.

What is your occupation?-

5.

Are you married?

6.
7•

( if not attending school)
Yes

No

Do you play any instrument now? (Check proper space below)

------

occasionally
a.
b.

9.

No

.
Have you sung in any organized group while in high school?
Yes
No

never

8.

Yes

------

a.

frequently

------

------

regularly

------

Are you a member of any type of musical organi z ation now?
No .
Yes
If answer is yes , pleas e li s t organizations .

Have you performed with any type o f musical organiz ation a t any
Yes
time since graduation?
.
No rranswer is yes , lis t organizations .
·

b.

-

10.

Have you performed as a s oloist at any time since high school
No
Yes
graduation?

11 .

I f you had the opportunity to participate without undue inconvenience,
would you like to play or sing in a musical group?
Yes

12 .

N6

I f you are not participating, check the reason or reasons why not:
a.
I do not have time.
b.
I am not interested.
c.
I feel rrw ability is not up to standard of group .
-

-
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d.
Organization cannot admit additional personnel.
e . -No opportunity for participation.
f.
Other reasons .
-

T .V .

13 .

List favorite

14.

Approximately how many times

programs , musical

in

and/or

o th erwise.

one month do you lis ten to recorded
·

music?

15.

Signify

by numbers your first three choices of music :
band music
symphonic works
folk music o f any type
-musical show - excerpts
j azz
religious music
____.Popular bal.lads
string bands
opera�ic works
·

-

�

-

16.

When you have opportunities
attend most of them
attend occasionally

to

( country music )

attend musical performanc es,
attend s eldom

do you:

never attend
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EETl'ER OF EXPLANATION
,_

Dear

----

:

I am, conducting a survey or· all E �R . H . s . graduates of the
past four ye ars who were members of nmsical organizations while
in high school. This survey is an important phas e o f' graduat e
s tudy in which I am engaged. Your prompt and · sincere1 respons e
to }he enclosed que stionnaire will govern ,directly the outcome
of my study.. A stamf>e d self-addre ssed return envelop� is enclosed
for your convenience .
You are a sked not to s ign your name , nor to reveal your
- identity in any other manner . Aft er all questionnaires · are
retti.rned th'e envelopes will be opened by another person ; so that
rio post mark or return address will " be associated With -any '
questionnaire . It is my hope that the s e provisions will insure
a completely frank response .
l Will . appre ciate very milch your ass istance with this
project and will consider it a personal. favor to me for you
ta give it your time and consideration.

Pleas e permit
cooperation.

me

to thank you in advance for your

With Best Wishes ,
Leo Wo Sliva
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REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE

1.

If you are attending college , in what field are you majoring or do
you intend to maj or?

2.

I f you are not attending college, are you attending any other type
of instructional school , such as trade school , business school,
nursing institution, beautician school, etc?
Yes
No
If answer is yes, pleas e signify typ e of training . --�����-

3.

Have you attended colleg e at any time?
What was your intended maj or field?

4.

What is your occupation?

5.

Have you sung in arry organized group while in high school?
.
.
Yes �6
.
.
Db ycu play an instrument now.? ' ( check proper spac e b elow)

6.

(if

Yes

No

not attending school ) -------

never
frequently
·
occasionally-----reg
_ul
...,_
ar
__,,.
ly
. �---·

7.

Are

you a member of any

rf'_
.. "-..- �er
! J,...

a.

. ..... . �

type

of musical organization now?
Yes
. . . ".r;,N�t-. :
.: ·�,._,.,,. L·�is yes , list 'organizations .
·,

1.

•

'

'

�

Have you performed with any ' type · of musical organization � � time
since graduating from pigh school?
Yes
No
If answer is yes , lis t organizations .
Have you performed as a soloist at any time since high school
No·
Yes
. graduation?

10.

If you had the opportunity to participate without undue incon
venience, would you like to continue to play or sing in a mu.Sical
group?
Yes
No�
·

�

11 .

If you are not P.articipatiug , check the reason or rea.Sons why not:
a.
I feel my "ability ' is not up to standard of . group .
b . - Organization cannot admit additional p ersonnel .
c . - No opportunity for participation.
d. - I do not have time .
e.
I am not interested.
Other reasons .
f.
· · " ··
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12.

List favorite T . V . programs, musical and/or otherwise .

13 .

Approximately how many hours per week do you listen to recorded music ?

14.

Signify by numbers your first three choices of music :
band music
symphonic works
-musical show excerpts -j azz
___y opular ballads
-operatic works

15 .

When you have opportunities to attend musical performances, do you?
attend mos t of them
attend occasionally

16.

folk music of any type
-religious nrusic
-string bands
-(country music )

attend seldom
never attend

Can you positively say that your understanding and enjoyment of
music is at a higher level because of your music ac tivities in
Yes
No
high school?
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POST

CARD

A few days ago you received an important que stionnaire

As you

which you were asked to complete and return to me .

may re call , the re sponse s to this ques tionnaire were tabulated
in such a fashion that your identity would remain anonymous .
Consequently I have no way of knowin � who has and who has not
re turne d his complete d que stionnaire o , I
-

,.

�

.

.

won ' t you take

a

accept my

few minutes

to

extremely inter-

I f you have alrea dy

ested in having all copie s returned.
returned yours , pleas.e

am

.

.

thanks .
.

.

If you have not ,
-

.

complete the que stionnaire

I

so that

I

may be sure of havin� a

100

per cent returno

Sincerely,

Le o w. Sliva

ApperidiX

�

